SYLLABUS OF MONTHLY TESTS

CLASS II

SOCIAL STUDIES:

Topic: water and our environment
Pupil’s book: page # 65-68
Skill’s book: page # 44 and 45
All the work done in the copy and worksheet is included.

COMPUTER:

Introduction to MS Paint
Drawing in MS Paint
Questions and answers from the copy and book. Exercises are also included. Learn tricky terms and memory Bytes. Read the chapter thoroughly. Practical will be taken from the chapter ‘Drawing in MS.Paint’.

URDU:

ISC:

الفاظ معنی   ، سوال جواب  ،     جملے  ،  خالی جگہیں     ،   صحیح غلط۔     خزینہ اردو صفحہ نمبر

ISLAMIYAT:

Chapter: Birth of our beloved Prophet Muhammad (PBUH)
Chapter: house of Allah Almighty
All the work in the worksheets is included. Read the chapter thoroughly
ENGLISH:

Grammar

- Antonym
- Conjunction (and, but, because)
- Present tense
- Past tense
- Comprehension (unseen)
- Creative writing (unseen)

Literature

Chapters

1. Green Island
2. Storm Castle
3. Super Dog
   (Words/meanings, Question/Answer, words/sentences)
   Note: Read all the ORT books thoroughly. All work done in notebook, activity book is included.

MATHS:

1. 2 step addition and subtraction
2. Word problem (multiplication and division)
3. Tables 2-9
4. Time
5. Write in words and figures (5000-8000)

SCIENCE:

1. Chapter: materials pg #135-151
2. Chapter: understanding ourselves and other animals
   Topic: vertebrates
   - Fish
   - Frog
   - Reptiles
   - Birds
   
   Page #79-99

All the work done in the notebook, workbook and worksheets. Read the book as well.